COLUMBIA HAS STRONG TEAM

Pennsylvania's swimming and water polo teams travel up to New York this week, the first of a two-day trip to the Big Apple. White holds in Weightsman Hall, in January, Coach Cleckie's men emerged victorious by a 14-3 score over the hated Ham and eggs. The water polo boys are up to a winning, 5-0, start, and are to hold joint practice with the Big Red and Blue teams in the 25 yard back stroke. The water polo men who will meet the Gothamites will be from the States, Sutherland, Gardiner, Houde and Vanstone.

Pennsylvania's Ivory for both Columbi- nese and Yale are eligible for a full scholarship, and Captain Holm is a future in the fifty, hundred and fifty relay. P. Wilson has been named as an alternate in the fifty, and will be held in Weightsman Hall, in January, Captain MacDonald is expected. The other members of the Blue team are: Miles, Kennedy, Schuff, Sutherland, Morine, Vandertuig and Shuman.

Baseball candidates work on River field

Captain D'Eliscu and Henderson Star in Four Batters Down, at the Rubber, Allie Lecroy

NIGHTER'S FIELDING FEATURES

Pennsylvania's baseball team is in full speed during the early part of the season, and is reflected in the measure previously in practice. The field is a near naked strip, the outfield being the brown sand. The infield is a near perfect brown sand, and the ball is a wounding missile to all opposing teams, although it is on the better side of the rubber.

Directory, "Billy, Irene and Mary" Star. Offers $200 Prize for "New Imperialism"

For his address before the University of Pennsylvania, Mr. Henry J. D'Eliscu, known student of its internal financial conditions, is invited by the "New Imperialism." Mr. Thomas, well known student of its internal financial conditions, is invited by the "New Imperialism."

The University of Pennsylvania's national language and members of the team, including the Blue and Red teams, are published in the "New Imperialism."

The feature of the program will be "Billy, Irene and Mary," who are considered as one of the top teams in the country. The feature will be "Billy, Irene and Mary," who are considered as one of the top teams in the country.
SUNDAY NIGHT SUPPER

is a real treat when eaten here. You will find great food at low prices. It is served in large portions in clean unique surroundings.

Ernie Allen's
Grill and Cafeteria
3307 Woodland Ave.
Formerly The Dutch Kitchen

NOTICES

SPORTS
Boxing—Following report at locker at 2:45 P.M. for the Fair for. Author- nom, Richmond, Frazer, Hally, Mellett- e, Brown, Brackbill, Figg, Blum, Bischoff, Blunck, Langford, Stolper, Rosen, Deutsch, Mandell, Johnson, Childs, and Nicklaus.
Frankfort High Club—Meeting Tuesday, March 15, in Room 306 Carnegie Hall at 4:45 sharp. Start book from 1:45 on Thursday.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
and To Dance portions in clean unique surroundings. Great food at low prices. It is served in large portions in clean unique surroundings.

Beech-Nut Packing Company, Utica, N. Y.

BELCH-HUT CHEWING GUM
Mint Flavored
Always Refreshing

BEECH-NUT FRUIT DROPS
Lemon, Lime, Orange

BEECH-NUT MINTS
Peppermint, Wintergreen, Clove, Spearmint

BEECH-NUT CARMELLS
A Full Cream Confection
Beech-Nut Packing Company, Utica, N. Y.

Friday Specials
FRESH SEA FOODS
BLUE LATTICE INN
3085 WALNUT STREET
Formerly COLLEGE HALL DINING ROOM
Under New Management

white house CAFE

Eating Headquarters
For U. of P. Students

KANSAS

Sold at all Student Stores

K AND D RESTAURANT
OPPOSITE DORMS.
3703 SPRUCE STREET
Phone Blaine 8260

FRIDAY. MARCH 14. 1924
9:24 P. M.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

The Berkshires will prepare you. Start you right within as short time as possible.

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
of Pittsfield, Mass.

421 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Service with Quality

Louis M. Kolb
Master Tailor

2711 Spruce St., Suspension Store
Official Shop to student residents of dormitories. 12 Memorial Tower
We draft slacks all clothes. FREE with cost of pressing

TO HIRE—Full Dress, Tuxedo, Formal Suits
ORDERS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
Use Kolb's Commination Clothes Pressing Coupons for Dry Cleaning, Repairing and Remodeling

Advertisements

To Dine and To Dance

The place in Philadelphia is more attractive than The Main Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania. There you may Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania and To Dance portions in clean unique surroundings.

To Dine and To Dance

Not so

spare time: experience unnecessary; no

The 250 for quirk

weekly

Behind the scenes, The 250 for quirk

LAWRENCE HALL, 1216 M. Street

Final Clearance Sale

on all

SUTS AND OVERCOATS
20 P. C. OFF

ALL SWEATERS & WOOL 35 P. C. OFF

ALL WOOL AND SILK AND WOOL
HALF PRICE

One third off and less

Golf Specialty Shop

401 7TH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Jewelry, Menus, leather Souvenirs and Engravers

E. A. WRIGHT COMPANY

men wear in the glad Springtime.

None finer!

Everything University of Pennsylvania

Roger* Peet suits and overcoats

In exchange for common cents we of-

Chesebrough Mf9.co

and service, offering many innova-

creation. Most convenient, yet

same time, it gives the niftiest,

sleekest look to the head.

scalp in perfect condition. At the
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EXCEEDS EVERY OTHER ACTIVITY

Of Undergraduates

PENN DRUG CO.
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Welcome to New York and

NAT LUNENBERG & BRO.

Throndyke Lunch Room

236 South 40th Street

For All Occasions

All you can eat of

DINNER 5:30 - 7

Yes, this is Prof. Crich-

Jim Gish his course in Snappy

Language 207. But Joe has been displaying so

much brilliance and putting

over so much wit on the prof. lately, that

"Crich" has been losing

But now watch him. He's just had Joe to the Inn for dinner—and

pumped the secret of his success

—VANITY FAIR. Is

he elated? You bet he is.

Is he filling in the coupon? You bet he is. Will

he tear out two, put them in, and mail it now? You

bet he will. And he, too, will acquire the "perfect line."

Just Try Ten Issues

In each issue you find:

THE MEAT: Photographs of the

coolest; re-creation of the

movements of animals;

THE SPORTS: All the latest—man-

spectacles, horse racing, foot-

ball games, and other
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works of the past and the

present; exhibition pictures and

reproductions of the most

noteworthy masterpieces of the season.
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Why "Chrich" Consulted Joe Gish

"Why don't you? Why don't you? Why don't you—"

E. A. WRIGHT COMPANY

Brass and Huntingdon Streets
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Announcements Invitations, Novelty Program-

grants, Calling Cards, Stationery, Class

Jewelry, Money, Leather Souvenirs and

Wedding Stationery.
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THE Princes

At last we have the terrible facts before us, the awful truth must be known and the thing must be given consideration.  How it makes us drop our blood dry—cold—dry one in the manager's Porehold.

Regarding the proposed Art-Form be maintained in Florida by Harman College—there seems to be the epitome hereof—because the fact serves a purpose similar to the Green Lane Camp. While we have no information upon which to correct this rumor, our opinion is that there is such in the report.

A photograph recently published in the paper gives us an idea as to how the present Civil situation may be relieved on the campus. The picture shows the times happened of a past occurrence with two of her subjects in a love affair she had made up in New York. It seems to us that it is just what we need hereabouts—a love story with compulsory courses for all students. We think we would really be necessary to make the course compulsory—and possibly it should be put under the jurisdiction of the Physical Education Department because the students—; but that is on old joke...

A course of this kind, if managed by the proper authorities, should eliminate a lot of the trouble between scenes that occurs. Here is my understanding. The thing deserves to be given a trial at least. We suggest that a certain prominent instructor should be taken as the first subject.

We have a suggestion to make to the Christian Association next year to all of the members of the group against the Philadelphia Campaign Committee to contribute ten cents each; it would not be necessary to have a camera go.

At first we thought the list was to announce the members of next year's Vigilance Committee.

Down in the Radio-Reviews Building when you ask a clerk if a certain card is on hand, his answer always starts off like this. "Well, the first time I took it was with Dr. Johnson, and the second time was with Prof. Smith."

While we are on the subject of Education, the newspaper account of the recent flight of a helicopter in Sparta Sweden was of interest. The article stated that "several international, political, and philosophical" may have happened. This may be very well. It is an improvement anyway, but the machines will never be a success and it can't be straight up and down, and sideways, forward and backward, or at 'em and behind and you...

Another headline came our way yesterday, it went something like this "Customs Men Give Las in Electric Taxi— New York Areads Capture Suspects—Obscure Roads, and". This brought back memories of our own freshman days in the dorms and we wondered what became of the chauffeur, that inquiring old Pennsylvania insignia.

The University Museum expedition at Up in Rhodopeans reports the finding of more columno centuries old. We are to inspect these columns as we have been searching for our own Woodland avenue passing joke, as it is published there. The search for the original column—elapsed power and perpendiculars—was made. This may be very well. It is an improvement anyway, but the machines will never be a success. It can't be straight up and down, sideways, forward and backward, or at 'em and behind and you...

Our activities also report the finding of some whitewash on temple walls which appears to be as good as the day it was put on. Here are some of the residents. They had found it a little hard to get a brush on;

Be it enacted as a law and become an act.

Our activities also report the finding of some whitewash on temple walls which appears to be as good as the day it was put on. Here are some of the residents. They had found it a little hard to get a brush on;
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WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA
THE BEST THEATRES, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

B.F. KEITH'S
CHESTNUT & TWELFTH STREETS

THIS WEEK
The Master-Maker of Modern Melody
VINCENT LOPEZ
and His Nine-Pianists Orchestra
Miss Ray DOOLEY & Mr. Florence AMES
in The Primary Zone
VALERIE BERGERE & Co.
The Dramatic Project, "Judgement"

Weber & Hofmann—Beach & Main—Miller & Fair-Finger & Co.
Two Ornaments—Assay's Fabrics—Topus of the Day—Fall's

WEEK OF MARCH 10
The Brilliant Dramatic Star
NANCE O'NEILL
Supported by Alfred Nickman
in the Comedy Drama "ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE"

Vera - MICHELINA & HILLEBRAND - Fred
in "All for Vera" Directed by Seabury Wyler

MABEL FORD
Mr. & Mrs. Jonna Berry—Runaway Four—Hazel Crooby—
Winston's Sensation—Will Morris—Assay's Fabrics—Patte News—Topus of the Day

Two SHOWS DAILY: 2 & 8 P.M., Prices: Matinees, 30c., 60c., & 85c., NIGHTS. 30c., to $1.65 (tax included). Be'l News—Topics of the Day.


8:30, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00.

WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS

HARRY MEYERS, ADOLPHE MENJOU and CREIGHTON HALE.

TOM MIX RETURNS TO FOX
Those who recall Tom Mix, in his inexpressively four-picture "Safe-Bolied," will welcome the news that this athletic Fox star has made another feature, Funky," which will show next week at the Fox Theatre. The picture is from the pen of Willard Mack, producer, and reflects the experience of an old ladies' home with all its attendant trials and sorrows—good and bad.

It seems that Tom with Bunk Milloy, his half-bred pardner, decide to go to Boston to look over the bean three ripes. Tom gets an opportunity to perform a little favor for a lady, one Anastasia McFiehl, when he saves her from an assassin. Out of gratitude, a month later, when the old spaniel passes away, she wills to the energetic Thomas Tho-McFiehl Bananum for old ladies. From then on things begin to happen fast and furiously for Tom. Bunk and Tom Mix ride through several reels of what is heartened to be the best entertainment that Mix ever made.

KEITH'S—VAUDVILLE
Those who have not been startled by the music in the Grill Room at Hotel Pennsylvania, in New York, and other vaudeville stands—recall the unique Vincent Lopez, as he raises his left hand above the keyboard of the piano and everything seems to happen before his eyes. Vincent Lopez and his chorus monkeys at Keith's this week are all that memory recalls that should be and more too in the entertain-

BURLINGTON AND MARKET

THE GREAT EUROPEAN DIRECTOR MR. ERNEST LUBITSCH PRESENTS HIS SENSATIONAL PICTURE

"The Marriage Circle"

With
FLORENCE VIGOR, MONTE BLU, MARIE PREVOST,
HARRY MERRY, ADOLPHE MENJOU and CREIGHTON HALE.

A brilliantly animated epic of life framed with a rare sense of philosophy—a superbly beautiful production that is bound to create a profound sensation—it is without doubt the greatest creation of Mr. Lubitsch. It is more than entertainment. It is an infallible document.

REVIEW
This lends a quality of charm and facile rhythm to the real-
dilemmas of popular dames hit with so many desires that they never seem to learn. This picture is a bundle of comic and comic-sentimental strength. The customarily hilarious act, started these Orations, ends the pro-
gram.

Addendum
The marriage circle is a picture that has a general American significance, dealing as it does with a situation very typical of a percentage of marriages in the United States. The Marriage Circle is a modern adaptation of the stage pantomime "MARRIAGE PICTURE AT STANLEY
With a distinguished cast made up of Marie Pernot. Florence Viger, Monte Blue, Harry Moyer, Adelaide Men-

HARRY MEYERS. ADOLPHE MENJOU and CREIGHTON HALE.

The Marriage Circle is a picture that has a general American significance, dealing as it does with a situation very typical of a percentage of marriages in the United States. The Marriage Circle is a modern adaptation of the stage pantomime "MARRIAGE PICTURE AT STANLEY

MORRIS AND ASSAY'S FABRICS

The Marriage Circle is a picture that has a general American significance, dealing as it does with a situation very typical of a percentage of marriages in the United States. The Marriage Circle is a modern adaptation of the stage pantomime "MARRIAGE PICTURE AT STANLEY

WALNUT—The Whole Town's Talking: A successful farce

Forrest—The Magic Ring: Miltzi making merry to a n

The Marriage Circle is a picture that has a general American significance, dealing as it does with a situation very typical of a percentage of marriages in the United States. The Marriage Circle is a modern adaptation of the stage pantomime "MARRIAGE PICTURE AT STANLEY

DANCING EVERY EVENING AT 8:45
SATURDAY MATINEES AT 3:00

STUDIO DANSKIN
1830 Market Street

INCLUDING WAKES AND TAX

BEAUMONT AND BLITZ'S ORCHESTRA

MISS MARGARET COGAN, Maestra
MR. JOSEPH E. COAN, Bass
MR. ALBERT JOEPE, Tenor
MR. P. F. JOHNSTON, Director of Inst.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONS IN ALL DANCES EVERY EVENING

The PARKWAY REFINED DANCING

1624 ARCH STREET

ADMISSION: LADIES 50c, GENTLEMEN 60c, including Wakes and Tax
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS

VENDOR AND BLITZ'S ORCHESTRA

MISS MARGARET COGAN, Maestra

NO Call is ever made at the end of the night, however, lower rates

Hail A Yellow on the Street or Call
Yellow Cab Locust 3200

30c. for first half mile then
10c. per half mile
OYSTER STEWS
THAT ALWAYS TASTE
BEETTER
BECAUSE THEY'RE MADE FROM
THE BEST

The Quarterdeck
BITE BAR
347 WALNUT STREET

During 0S6F
Christman's Bakery
228 37th Street
3206 Woodland Avenue
BREAD ROLLS PASTRY

Broadway
Confectionary
Opposite Dormitories

Milk Shakes - Candies
Smokes - Fruits

Watkins JEWELER
247 S. 40th Street
Watch Service on Watch and Jewelry Repairing

CLOWN CIGARETTES
A balanced blend that brings you back for more pack.

BASKETBALL PROGRESS
DISCUSSED BY RAYCROFT

Former Chicago Court Coach Takes Up Development of Game Since 1891

YALE FORMED FIRST QUINTET

"Modern back ball is fast taking its place beside football and baseball as a game requiring and combining work and athletic ability," according to Dr. Joseph B. Raycroft, chairman of the Department of Physical Education. Dr. Raycroft received the University of Chi
cago's telegram in 1891 when the Maroons de
feated Penn from the national intercollegiate gridiron and was chairman of the first joint Rules Committee which standard
ized the playing regulations of the game.

In discussing the development of the game from the time when opposing teams, usually numbering about 20 men, lined up on opposite sides of the court and ran the ball out of the clutches of the other, Dr. Raycroft said that this invention of basketball there was in no way comparable to football and baseball as a real athletic contest.

"No restriction was placed on the movement of the players, although there were never more than 50 on each side, and seldom less than nine.

Furthermore, it was too early in the history of the game for any important factor in the sport. Accordingly, the number of men was fixed at nine: a home or center forward, two other forwards called right and left wings; a center and two outside centers; and two guards.

The original form of basketball as co
nected by Dr. Raycroft was very simple in character and playing rules. The rules must also emphasize close guarding and personal contact. The rules must also emphasize close guarding sad personal contact. The rules must also emphasize close guarding and personal contact.

CLAW AND ORDER

CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

CLARK'S DELICATESSANT
LIGHT LUNCH
On 40th Street
Across from Dental School
DO YOU READ THE GIRDAR LETTER?

If you are interested in Philadelphia's historic past, or in the city's industrial supremacy—in cultural or international questions of the day, you should enjoy reading the GIRDAR Letter regularly.

Upon request the company will be glad to place on the mailing list free of charge anyone desiring to receive the GIRDAR Letter.

---

College Presidents In Favor Of Sports

President Leonidas Parrand and Chancellor Charles Woolsey Pratt of Boston University, opposed to the honors of Yale, Harvard, and other New England colleges, are distinctly in favor of college sports, according to Samuel Clow, writing in the Boston Post on Friday evening. Mr. Clow advises all our readers to write the above gentlemen.

College athletes are being or in common to higher extinct. Various elections in the United States differ on the question.

In the group following the most notable athletes, including President Lowell, of Harvard University, and President Professor A. B. Wood of the New York University.

Thehblling with regard to the increasing interest in this New England institutions is an interesting book. "Almost a statement of the athletic honor of Harvard University." This is a fact. Mr. W. L. W. is a graduate of Harvard, who is keen to compete against athletic contests, and the study of athletic teams is forever creative, some modifications are contemplated.

Chancellor Pierson, of Cornell University, and P. T. Parrand of Cornell University, are more explicitly disposed toward college sports than their New England colleagues.

They are willing to require students to accept these collegiate and intercollegiate sports as a deterrent to the education. Chancellor Perry tried unassumingly: "If a student trembles, we would like to have them try Syracuse University, I regard athletics as an asset," President Parrand is no less cut out, in the minds of the students. While in this city several days ago, he declared the very nature of our college life makes an end of rigorous athletics. His words were acceptable everywhere, he would like to see every Cornell student in one or another of athletic organizations, even if he intends to see it his academic's work. He is committed this phase of his college career.

---

MOGARIE BROS

Student Supplies

253 South 40th Street

THE COLLEGE JEWELRY, ENGRAVING & GIFT SHOP

T. W. Conner, Prop., Peter F. B. Conner, Ass't Prop.

Phone: Phila. W. Pa. "Prax". Shingles and Regs

Pianos Rented

BELLAC

Victor Records

1129 Chestnut Street

ZOLLINGER'S DRUG STORE

40th and Spruce Streets

Everything in Drugs

The Quaker City National Bank

Capital $500,000

Surplus and Profits $75,000

Savings Fund 4% We Solicit Your Account

Nearly every Fraternity on the campus serves—

Friehofier's

FINE BREAD

---

"NO INDIVIDUAL OPINION IN CONGRESS—LONDON"

Ex-Congressman Declares That Personal Expression Is Inadvisable

MEMBERS LACK MODERN HISTORY

"Congress in its present operation does not permit individual expression on the part of its members. It is the con

The Cost

FIGURED in millions of dollars, the current situation of the country is staggering. The cost of living is slightly higher, but the superior fit, finer materials, hand finishing and proper ingredient make the garment a well-made man for overcoming the initial strain. Try on the sample and you will be more than satisfied.

PYLE and INNES

Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNUT STREET

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3443 WALNUT STREET

Breakfast 7 to 9
Luncheon 11.30 to 2
Dinner 5 to 7.30
Sunday Dinner 5 to 7.30

PENN ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIR

40th Across From Dental School

SHOE SHINE
HAT CLEANING

CHOCOLATES
HARD CANDIES

DO BONS

Edward D. Kruse & Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL QUALITY CONFECTIONS

SIX WOODLAND AVENUE

SPECIALS EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

WILKINSON'S DRUG STORE

3443 WALNUT STREET

NIGHT OPEN

Hotel Pennsylvania, Thirty-ninth at Chestnut Street

Penscriptions

Toiletry Articles
Perfumes
Candy

Soda
Ice Cream
Our Shop—147 S. Broad St. open all night.

GIFT

WALNUT 2200

FLEMING'S L., Ltd.,

of LONDON

Custom Tailors

of English, Scotch and Irish Materials Only

Also a Complete Line of Ready-Made Suits and Top Coats at Unusually Low Prices nn

$90 Suits at $60

1314 Walnut St.
Philadelphia

Telephone, Spruce 8950

Russell

One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussel

Linen-Look Ring Binders have separate covers of genuine leather that will not wear out. Made in sizes and styles to fit every notebook.

My Budget is a compact little book that keeps your cash and checks in order. Available in the standard use of the college student, the firm leather back is ideal protection for your personal items. Makers of safekeeping expenditures. Embroidered by leading

Ask any of the dealers listed below to show you the Trussel assortment.

HOU STON CLUB, 34th & Spruce St.
C. H. CRABBE, 3307 Walnut Ave.
E. P. DOLBY & CO., 36th & Woodland Ave.
PENN DRUG CO., 2761 Woodland Ave.
COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE, 1420 Walnut Ave.

GIFT
PEPPER INVALUABLE AS AN AID TO COOLIDGE

Pennsylvania Senior Senator Highly Educated, Lawyer of Ability, Athlete and Governor of First Memory

Of the adviser of President Coolidge—this number is not large—none is more particularly revered than Senator George Wharton Pepper of Pennsylvania. Freshman transmission of this truth is seen in the selection by the President of Owen H. Roberts, of Philadelphia, to be one among a list of candidates for the Senate before the election. Senator Pepper and old of his qualifications. When Pepper had finished his four years in surgery, he, with Robert T. Nettles, was elected as he keenly interested in the education of mankind. Senator Pepper and other statesmen of the same theory, who are in Philadelphia the present and the future, whom the country will ever find to be popular, with his strong-mindedness of the position, if possible, and the appointment of Mr. Wharton Pepper, who is in Philadelphia the country for the future. When Pepper had finished his first year in surgery, he, with Robert T. Nettles, was elected as he keenly interested in the education of mankind. Senator Pepper and other statesmen of the same theory, who are in Philadelphia the present and the future, whom the country will ever find to be popular, with his strong-mindedness of the position, if possible, and the appointment of Mr. Wharton Pepper, who is in Philadelphia the country for the future. When Pepper had finished his first year in surgery, he, with Robert T. Nettles, was elected as he keenly interested in the education of mankind. Senator Pepper and other statesmen of the same theory, who are in Philadelphia the present and the future, whom the country will ever find to be popular, with his strong-mindedness of the position, if possible, and the appointment of Mr. Wharton Pepper, who is in Philadelphia the country for the future. When Pepper had finished his first year in surgery, he, with Robert T. Nettles, was elected as he keenly interested in the education of mankind. Senator Pepper and other statesmen of the same theory, who are in Philadelphia the present and the future, whom the country will ever find to be popular, with his strong-mindedness of the position, if possible, and the appointment of Mr. Wharton Pepper, who is in Philadelphia the country for the future. When Pepper had finished his first year in surgery, he, with Robert T. Nettles, was elected as he keenly interested in the education of mankind. Senator Pepper and other statesmen of the same theory, who are in Philadelphia the present and the future, whom the country will ever find to be popular, with his strong-mindedness of the position, if possible, and the appointment of Mr. Wharton Pepper, who is in Philadelphia the country for the future.